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Our Complex Humanity 

Our job at Vermont Humanities is 
to tell stories, to help Vermonters 

grapple with complexity and contradiction. 
We have had many complex conversations 
about the December announcement from 
the University of Vermont that they plan 
to eliminate 23 programs in the coming 
years, most in humanities disciplines, including Classics, Religion,  
Greek, Latin, Asian Studies, Vermont Studies, and Historic Preservation.      

The elimination of humanities disciplines at our state’s land grant university 
is a tragic decision for both the university and its students – and for the 
world that the students must live in after graduation. But it is also a complex 
story that is not easily explained by drawing traditional battle lines between 
administration and faculty, with students stuck in the middle.

The complexity goes back decades and spreads well beyond UVM. While 
UVM is talking about eliminating liberal arts majors, the Vermont State 
College system is in danger of losing entire campuses. These campuses, located 
in economically marginalized regions like Rutland, Orange, Caledonia, and 
Lamoille Counties, have long been a source of pride, jobs, and opportunity  
for Vermonters who may have few other options for higher education.  
These campuses have also struggled to make access to the arts and humanities  
a priority, with a rich history of humanistic pursuits now under threat.

Both UVM and the Vermont State Colleges are under enormous pressure 
after decades of systemic under-investment by the State of Vermont. This  
over-reliance on tuition is unsustainable for many families and independent 
adult students.

In today’s world, it is simply unacceptable to say that the study of world 
religions, or Asian culture, or Vermont communities, is economically 
unviable and therefore should not be represented in our scholarly 
communities. If the insurrection of January 6 taught us anything, it should 
be that we must think differently to build a healthy society. Study in the 
humanities brings knowledge of history, diverse cultures, and humane 
values to all sectors of our economy and civic life – including health care, 
manufacturing, engineering, agriculture, and tourism.  

Vermonters need to have the complex conversation about how to invest 
in higher education, and how to ensure that the critical thinking and civic 
engagement skills learned in the humanities disciplines continue to support  
our families and communities for decades to come.

A longer version of this letter is available on our website at: vermonthumanities.org/
complex-humanity

 Letter from the Executive Director

Christopher Kaufman ilstrup
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Do I contradict myself?
Very well then I contradict myself,
(I am large, I contain multitudes.)

        –Walt Whitman, Song of Myself, 51
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We are excited to announce that the next Vermont Reads book will be  
We Contain Multitudes by Canadian writer Sarah Henstra. Published in  

2019, Booklist writes of this novel, “This is an absolutely extraordinary work of fiction 
that proves the epistolary novel is an art form.” Kirkus notes in a starred review that  
We Contain Multitudes is “your reason to root for love…and the power of the pen.” 

Sarah Henstra is a professor of English at Ryerson University in Toronto, Ontario, 
and the author of two previous novels, Mad Miss Mimic and The Red Word, which  
won the Governor General’s Literary Award in Canada.

A novel in letters, the book tells the stories of two very different teenage boys who  
are initially reluctant to participate in a pen-pal assignment from their high school 
English teacher but ultimately grow well beyond the boundaries of the school project 
to share earth-shattering revelations about themselves and their families. The novel 
contains many strands relevant to current community conversations including economic 
disparities, how veterans return from war, domestic violence, opioid addiction, bullying, 
and coming out. But lest it sound too heavy, it is also a beautiful story of friendship, 
poetry, coming of age, and aspiring to move beyond social expectations.   

As a bonus, the novel is also a lovely interweaving of the work of two great figures in 
American arts and letters –19th century poet Walt Whitman and rock superstar Prince.  

Vermont Humanities’ initial partners in presenting this work to Vermont audiences  
will include Outright Vermont, Vermont’s only statewide organization serving 
LGBTQ+ youth, and the Vermont Network Against Domestic and Sexual Violence’s 
Youth Advocacy Task Force.  

Resources on the themes of the book, as well as the application to host a Vermont 
Reads project will soon be available on our website. Training and facilitation 
opportunities are also available to community groups.

 

Vermont Reads 2021: We Contain Multitudes 
  
“This is an absolutely   
  extraordinary work  
  of fiction that proves  
  the epistolary novel  
  is an art form.”  
    – Booklist, 2019

 

Underwriter
Jan Blomstrann

appliCations:  
vtreads.org or call 802.262.1355.

With support from the  
Jack & Dorothy Byrne Foundation

Join Vermonters statewide by reading and exploring We Contain Multitudes. 
With a brief application, schools, libraries, historical societies, service groups, 
businesses, churches, local governments, and others can partner in activities  
that promote literacy, encourage lifelong learning, and strengthen community.

We will offer training sessions and discussion leaders to help facilitate 
conversations about We Contain Multitudes.Visit vtreads.org for details.

Take Part in Vermont Reads 2021!

 

Dear Kurl,

You will point out, of course, that everyone wears a different face at school.  and you’ll point  
out the extent to which i have trouble switching faces explains much about how i get treated  
at school.  You’ll be right on both counts. But somehow with you the change is more extreme,  
like two different people. i wonder, Kurl, when you look in the mirror, do you ever get to see  
the unguarded face? Because i wish you could. it’s a wonder to behold.
                                          Yours truly,  Jo

“

”

Excerpt 
from
We Contain 
Multitudes
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Due to the Covid-19 crisis, 
First Wednesdays talks hosted 
by our library partners will 
only be offered online, via 
Zoom.  Advance registration is 
required for these free events. 
The following talks will take 
place on Wednesday, May 5  
at 7:00 pm.

Why Not in Vermont? The Long Campaign for 
Women’s Suffrage
May 5  /  7:00 pm  /  Kellogg-Hubbard Library
Why did Vermont lawmakers resist women voting in the  
19th and 20th centuries? Through the stories of three 
Vermont suffragists, Marilyn Blackwell outlines the shifting  
debate over women’s full citizenship from the 1850s until 
1920. Blackwell is a historian and writer who specializes in 
US and women’s history. She has taught at UVM, Norwich 
University, and the Community College of Vermont.  
Register at vermonthumanities.org/montpelier.

The Counterculture’s Impact on Vermont and  
Vermont’s Influence on the Counterculture Generation
May 5  /  7:00 pm  /  Goodrich Memorial Library
In the late 1960s and ’70s, thousands of young migrants, 
largely from the cities and suburbs of New York and 
Massachusetts, turned their backs on the establishment  
of the 1950s and moved to the back woods, small towns  
and cities of rural Vermont. Long time journalist Yvonne 
Daley explains the simultaneous transformation of the  
state and the generation during this period in history.  
Register at vermonthumanities.org/newport.

In Loco Parentis
May 5  /  7:00 pm  /  Norwich Congregational Church,
United Church of Christ
Documentary filmmakers James Sanchez and Joel Fendelman 
explore the history of rape, sexual assault, and cover-up at a 
prestigious New England boarding school, while unpacking 
the cultural and social dynamics that lead to administrators 
protecting their institutions over the safety of their students. 
Sanchez and Fendelman are documentarians, and Sanchez 
is assistant professor of writing and rhetoric at Middlebury 
College. Register at vermonthumanities.org/norwich.

First Wednesdays 
digital events  
to be hosted  
by libraries 
around the state 
on May 5

Compassion and Its Aftermaths
May 5  /  7:00 pm  /  Rutland Free Library
How does one develop compassion, and what should one 
do when feeling it? Dartmouth professor Irene Kacandes 
explores these questions and examines how we can take 
action even when our movements are severely limited, such 
as during the Covid-19 pandemic. Kacandes teaches in the 
fields of German Studies; Comparative Literature; Women’s, 
Gender and Sexuality Studies; and Jewish Studies at 
Dartmouth College. Register at vermonthumanities.org/rutland.

Einstein in a Nutshell
May 5  /  7:00 pm  /  St. Johnsbury Athenaeum
Einstein’s most famous contribution to science—his 
theory of relativity—is based on an idea so simple it can be 
stated in one sentence. Yet from that simple idea, explains 
Middlebury professor Richard Wolfson, follow conclusions 
that have revolutionized our notions of space, time, and 
causality. Register at vermonthumanities.org/stjohnsbury.

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Television Cop Shows, Police Brutality,  
and Black Lives Matter
Note: May 12  /  7:00 pm  /  
Vermont Humanities Digital Channels
How do television cop shows shape our understanding 
of police, race, and crime in America? Focusing on the 
television series The Wire, Middlebury professor Jason 
Mittell challenges our understanding of this television 
genre in the era of the Black Lives Matter movement. 
Jason Mittell is professor and Chair of Film and Media 
Culture at Middlebury College, and is the author of 
Complex Television: The Poetics of Contemporary Television 
Storytelling and the co-editor of How to Watch Television 
with Ethan Thompson.

1st Wednesdays 1st Wednesdays

This is Not That: A Brief Introduction to the Black Death
May 5  /  7:00 pm  /  Brooks Memorial Library
The Black Death hit the Eurasian world in the fourteenth century and left long-
term consequences. Dartmouth history professor Celia Gaposchkin presents an 
overview of the outbreak of the bubonic plague, and briefly compares it to the 
current Covid-19 pandemic. Register at vermonthumanities.org/brattleboro.

The Need to Read Unrealisms
May 5  /  7:00 pm  /  Brownell Library
Fantasy, science fiction, and other “unrealisms” are vital to our survival—
especially when such stories are also silly, escapist, and strange. Will Alexander—
National Book Award winner and author of unrealist fiction for young 
audiences—describes the whimsical importance and imaginative necessity of 
narrative weirdness. Will Alexander is a National Book Award winner and 
the faculty chair of the Vermont College of Fine Arts program in Writing for 
Children and Young Adults. Register at vermonthumanities.org/essexjunction.

Domestic Soldiers: British Housewives and the Second World War 
May 5  /  7:00 pm  /  First Congregational Church of Manchester
How did British housewives experience the Second World War and contribute 
to the war effort? Saint Michael’s history professor Jen Purcell tells the stories 
of seven housewives from across Britain. They grappled with the challenges of 
wartime, navigated shifting relationships at home and in the community, and 
struggled to be recognized for their efforts. Register at vermonthumanities.org/
manchester.

From Politics to Poetry: A Conversation with Gov. Madeleine Kunin
May 5  /  7:00 pm  /  Ilsley Public Library
As the first woman governor for the State of Vermont, the ambassador 
to Switzerland for President Clinton, and the holder of other prestigious 
positions, Madeleine Kunin has inspired women and girls to discover their 
own voices as leaders. Governor Kunin will speak about her life in politics  
and read to us from her newest book of poetry, Red Kite, Blue Sky. Register  
at vermonthumanities.org/middlebury.

Left to right: The Need to Read Unrealisms; Madeline Kunin, From Politics to Poetry; Women’s Suffrage in Vermont Left to right: The Counterculture’s Impact on Vermont; Compassion and Its Aftermaths; Einstein in a Nutshell



“Photos for Change” was a popular theme for the Humanities Camps that were held in 2020.  
This image was taken by a camper at the Richford Jr. Sr. High School.

News

This is What Democracy Looks Like 
is a comic book that explores the 
workings of our government and 
prompts students to reflect on the 
power of civic engagement. The 
celebrated book The Hate U Give 
is a novel that addresses the theme 
of race, inequity, police brutality, 
and identity through the lens of a 
Black teenager. And Robin Wall 
Kimmerer’s Braiding Sweetgrass 
introduces students to plants and 
botany through vibrant and ongoing 
Native American traditions and 
Western science.

In the summer of 2020, camps 
shifted to a hybrid model but 
were still well-attended. Camp 
directors and students shared 
their appreciation for having the 
Humanities Camps continue and  
not be cancelled. 

“The kids absolutely loved our 
remote book group last summer. 
They missed out on their typical 
summer vacations and adventures, 
so when this opportunity came up 
and we could rethink how we host 
camp, the kids were overjoyed,” 
says Keighan Eaker, a middle school 
teacher at Windsor School. “I cannot 
express just how impactful this 
experience was for my students.”

Vermont Humanities offers grants 
of $2,400 to support two humanities 
staff to design the camp curriculum 
and lead the week-long day camp. 
This funding includes a stipend of 
$240 for supplies or other camp 
expenses. Vermont Humanities can 
provide additional funds for field 
trips and food.

“Whether it’s in-person, on Zoom, 
or a hybrid model, Humanities 
Camps are free, dynamic learning 
experiences designed for young 
people and their teachers,” says 
Jonny. “Most of all, they can have a 
little fun throughout the process!”

Humanities Camps to be Held 
During Second Pandemic Summer 

This summer, as many as 16 schools will hold week-long Humanities Camps 
for Vermont middle schoolers. These day camps encourage students to 

participate in active dialogue by reading books and taking part in other activities 
centered around a theme.

“Humanities Camps are not summer school,” says Literacy Programs Manager 
Jonny Flood. “They offer young people an opportunity to engage deeply 
with history, literature, their environment, and each other outside the typical 
structure of school.” 

Camp themes are intended to help camp directors think expansively and 
creatively about ways to engage young minds online or through socially 
distanced in-person events. The themes for the 2021 Humanities Camps are:

• Ancient Greece and Modern Olympics
• Braiding Sweetgrass: Indigenous Wisdom, Scientific Knowledge,  

      and the Teachings of Plants 
• This is What Democracy Looks Like
• Vermont Reads: The Hate U Give
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 (1867-1939)

Oct 22 & 23 at  
UVM’s Davis Center
and Online

Vermont Humanities

2021 Fall Conference to Address Climate Change

As climate scientists warn  
  of an escalating, and 

perhaps uncontrollable, 
catastrophe in the making 
and as Americans witness the 
intensity of climate disruption 
in western wildfires and 
eastern hurricanes, we need the 
humanities to help us make 
sense of our changing world, 
build resilience, and work to 
change the path we are on. 

Vermont Humanities’ 48th 
annual Fall Conference,“This 
Mazed World: The Humanities  
and Climate Change,” will be held at the University of 
Vermont on Friday, October 22 and Saturday, October 23. 
We’re currently planning for the conference to include both 
virtual conversations and in-person opportunities, but this 
may change due to the ongoing pandemic. Free online  

events related to the conference 
will begin in early October.

A variety of keynote speakers 
and workshop sessions will 
explore the intersecting 
dimensions of climate change 
through history, anthropology, 
economics, religion, art, law, 
literature, politics, and more. 
We will pay particular  
attention to the experience  
of indigenous people as they 
fight for climate justice.

If you have suggestions  
 for speakers, workshops,  

or topics that can help us illuminate this theme, please  
visit vermonthumanities.org/fc-21 to fill out a short 
suggestion form. 

Registration for the conference will open in late August. 
Watch for more details over the summer.

….the spring, the summer, 
The childing autumn, angry winter, change 
Their wonted liveries, and the mazed world, 
By their increase, now knows not which is which. 
And this same progeny of evils comes 
From our debate, from our dissension; 
We are their parents and original. 

 – A Midsummer Night’s Dream, Act II, Scene 1 
      by William Shakespeare 

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
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New Employees Reflect on Joining  
Vermont Humanities During a Pandemic

Rachel Edens

What has it been like to start your  
job without going into the office on 
Loomis Street?

Jonny Flood: The first three or four months I thought, 
“This is fine, this is the new job and I’m adjusting to it.”  
But the more I’ve learned about the scope of my work and 
how it interacts with other people and programs, the more 
I’d like to be in the office. 

Rachel Edens: Only now is it starting to feel like this  
is my work home, this is my community, this is what  
we do. But if we were in the office, somebody could just 
pop their head in and say, “Hey, let me sit with you and 
show you what this is.” Or I could get those snatches  
of conversation at lunch that would help things make 
more sense.

Sahra Ali: I wasn’t in Vermont when I interviewed, and 
I’m not in Vermont right now. So if everyone was working 
at the office, that would be different for me. But since 
everyone’s also working from home, there’s some sort of 
comfort there. 

What have you learned about Vermont 
Humanities that surprised you?

Rachel: Just how broad Vermont Humanities is. I thought, 
“Where was I, or where was Vermont Humanities, when 
I moved here in 2014?” As a Black woman coming from 
another region of the world, this would have been a place to 
find not only entertainment and enlightenment, but also a 
lot of community.

Sahra: It’s so crazy that I was at the John Lewis event [at 
the Flynn Theater in October 2019] and that I had no idea 
that it was hosted by Vermont Humanities! Also, I’ve been 
surprised by the scope of our grants. So many people and 
organizations interact with us. 

Jonny: There’s so much that we offer in so many pockets 
and communities and places. I’m still learning all the time 
about what we do. And yeah, I feel similarly about “where 
was I?” Especially since I grew up in Vermont.
 

What are you most excited about over  
the coming months?

Jonny: Rachel being the hub of our lecture world is 
exciting to me. I think it can advance Vermont Humanities 
as a scholarship and thought leader in the region and help 
us be an invigorating leader of discussions. 

Sahra: I’m interested in what our diversity of thought 
is going to look like as far as the people that we book for 
our programs. I’m really excited about the people who will 
speak for us, because there are so many great options for 
starting new discussions, and not in a one-time, one-off 
kind of way.

Rachel: So, Johnny, thanks for the shout out. I’m going 
to pass the baton back and say that I’m excited about 
working with Johnny and how the literacy programs and 
the community scholarship programs will interface. Right 
now they’re very separate. But because we’ve been working 
remotely, I’ve probably heard more about the programs 
and projects that Johnny’s working on than I might have 
otherwise, because we debrief together as a full team.
 

What do you think it will be like to finally 
work “in person” in the office or on the road?

Rachel: This season, our First Wednesdays programming 
has been all digital. And while that’s really worked well 
for some people, others are missing that community 
connection. So I’m looking forward to visiting the host 
libraries, and being more proactive and helpful about the 
way that First Wednesdays happens in their library.

Jonny: I’m going to be visiting and working with 
educators all around the state a lot, which is really exciting. 
It’s going to be a whole new transition, because I’m still 
building all these relationships. It’s going to make all of the 
relationship-building, and inroads into prisons, and inroads 
into parent child centers, and inroads into schools and 
nonprofits, rapidly speed up and totally shift. My days are 
going to be really different.

Sahra: I look forward to random chats and seeing the 
faces and the minds behind everything that’s happening. It’s 
kind of interesting that three people have started just in the 
past few months. That alone is bringing about change in a 
very deep way.

Three new employees have joined Vermont humanities in just the past six months:  

Community programs officer Rachel Edens and literacy programs manager  

Jonny Flood started in september, while Communications production manager Sahra Ali 

started in January. 

     all Vermont humanities employees will continue to work from home for at least several  

more months, until we can safely return to our office in montpelier.  Vermont humanities’ 

Director of Communications ryan newswanger recently spoke with rachel, Jonny, and sahra 

by video chat.

Board 
and Staff

Board 
and Staff

Q: Q: 

Q: Q: 

Jonny Flood Sahra Ali



Board 
and Staff

Morgan Moore of Barnet is the principal of 
Newbury Elementary School. Previously, she taught 
middle school humanities in Burke, VT, and in  

Boston, MA. Morgan 
received her Masters 
in School Leadership 
from the Upper Valley 
Educators Institute 
and her Masters in 
English Education 
from Plymouth State 
University. In 2018  
she received the  
Victor Swenson 
Humanities Educator 
of the Year award from 
Vermont Humanities, 

for her work on project-based learning and choice in 
middle grades classrooms. Morgan enjoys being outside  
in all seasons, especially if she can hike, ski or mountain 
bike. She partakes in these activities on her own,  
or with the many students who join her Outdoor  
Club programming

Welcome to Our New Board Members:

Shanta Lee gander’S work reaches from her art 
to her multi-faceted professional life which encompasses 
leadership, community engagement, PR/marketing, and 

translating vision into 
reality. Her work has 
appeared in Prism, 
Iterant Literary 
Magazine, Palette 
Poetry, Blavity, Dame 
Magazine and more. 
She is the 2020 recipient 
of the Arthur Williams 
Award for Meritorious 
Service to the Arts and 
was named as Diode 
Editions’ full-length 
book contest winner 

for her debut poetry compilation, Ghettoclaustrophobia: 
Dreamin of Mama While Trying to Speak in Woke Tongues. 
Shanta is an MFA candidate in Creative Non-Fiction 
and Poetry at the Vermont College of Fine Arts. She 
has an MBA from the University of Hartford and an 
undergraduate degree in Women, Gender and Sexuality 
from Trinity College. She lives in Brattleboro. 

Thank you and Farewell to Departing Board Members:

Chris hadsel also joined the Vermont Humanities 
board in January 2015 and served two three-year terms. 
Chris is a tremendous advocate for Vermont’s small  
towns and villages, especially in the Northeast Kingdom. 
As an art conservator, her passion for local art history as 
it connects to the human story of our communities is 
unparalleled. Many thanks, Chris!

BoB Wells joined the Vermont Humanities board in 
September 2013 as a governor’s appointment for four 
years and was elected to another three-year term. Bob 
worked to advance the interests of primary and secondary 
school teachers at Vermont Humanities by championing 
our Victor Swenson Award, which is given each year 
in honor these teachers. As a student of abolitionist, 
Reconstruction, and Jim Crow era history, Bob helped 
support our journey in understanding African American 
history. Thank you, Bob!
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Vermont Humanities is delighted to announce the
creation of the Anne Commire Fund for Women 

in the Humanities, created through a legacy gift of 
$125,000 from Anne’s estate. The fund will support 
projects at Vermont Humanities that focus on women 
writers and humanists.

Anne Commire was a respected playwright, author, 
and editor. She passed away on February 23, 2012 at the 
age of 72 in her Connecticut home.  Over the years she 
developed strong ties to Vermont through close friends 
who later became the executors of her estate.  Anne is 
buried in Jericho Center. 

A native of Wyandotte, Michigan, Commire graduated 
from Eastern Michigan University before moving to New 
York to pursue a career as a playwright. Between 1973 
and 1988, four of her plays were awarded the prestigious 
Eugene O’Neill Award and were performed in the US and 
around the world.

“All of Anne’s plays have a connection to women’s 
experiences. Whether they drew on her personal 
experience or something she witnessed,” states Commire’s 
literary executor. In her final play, Starting Monday, 
Commire wrote about a deep friendship between two 
women. The play was inspired by the death of a friend 
who succumbed to cancer. In her final work, Mooreville, 
she told the true, often funny, and occasionally tragic 
story of her grandmother, her mother, and her aunts 
during the Depression and Prohibition.

A Legacy Gift from Anne Commire’s Estate

News

Commire was also a champion of women’s history and 
compiled and edited the 17-volume Women in World 
History: A Biographical Encyclopedia. Anne’s literary 
executor recalls the importance of this project, “Anne’s 
greatest contribution to women was developing the first 
encyclopedia of notable 
women in history. She 
secured most of the 
funds from feminist and 
activist Peg Yorkin and 
completed an exhaustive 
reference work about 
accomplished women who 
were historically left out of 
traditional encyclopedias. 
It was a deeply personal 
endeavor for her.”  

Anne’s legacy gift is the 
largest known individual gift in the history of Vermont 
Humanities. Additional gifts of any size can be added to 
the Anne Commire Fund to support programming of, 
by, and for women including our Women Veterans book 
groups, literacy programming for incarcerated women, 
and other projects.

If you would like to learn more about giving to this 
fund, or about how to make your own planned gift 
to support the humanities in Vermont, contact Linda 
Wrazen at lwrazen@vermonthumanities.org. 

Anne Commire’s play Melody Sisters was presented at the Eugene O’Neill Playwright’s Conference 
in 1983 and at the L.A. Public Theatre in 1984. Anne is shown above on the left with the  
Los Angeles cast of the play about a musical group of siblings who reunite in mid-life. 

The Anne Commire Fund 
will support projects at 
Vermont Humanities that 
focus on women writers 
and humanists.

Jim aliC joined the Vermont Humanities board in 
December 2013 as a governor’s appointment for four 
years and was later elected to another three-year term. 
As a financial wizard, Jim helped Vermont Humanities 
reevaluate our fiscal management practices and learn 
how to tell the story of our values and priorities through 
our numbers. Jim also helped to improve the general 
management structure of the organization with his deep 
listening skills and ability to make change possible. Thank 
you, Jim!

huCk Gutman joined the Vermont Humanities 
board in January 2015 and served two three-year terms. 
He worked tirelessly to ensure that Vermonters of all 
stripes could access Vermont Humanities programming. 
As a poetry teacher, his steadfast work as a presenter 
brought the love of close reading to hundreds of 
Vermonters through First Wednesdays and our Fall 
Conference. Thank you, Huck!

Playwright and author Anne Commire
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Last year, Vermont Humanities’ Ryan Newswanger, took to
    the woods with his video recorder for our first Words in 

the Woods program. Between summer and fall, Ryan spent 
time in our beautiful Vermont state parks with three poets. 
Each poet read their work against the backdrop of Vermont’s 
colorful seasonal landscape. Poets Geof Hewitt, James 

Crews, and Judith Chalmer’s recorded readings from last 
year can be found on our website. Words in the Woods 
will continue in 2021 with more poetry, adventures in the 
woods, and candid conversations on writing and inspiration. 

The 2021 program will feature poet Sarah Audsley. Audsley, 
an adoptee born in South Korea and raised in rural Vermont, 
has received support for her work from the Rona Jaffe 
Foundation and residencies from the Vermont Studio Center 
and the Banff Centre. Her manuscript-in-progress received  
a 2021 Creation Grant from the Vermont Arts Council.  
She lives in Johnson, VT where she works for the Vermont 
Studio Center. 

“I am delighted about this year’s Words in the Woods 
season, especially in light of our Fall Conference about 
climate and the humanities,” says Rachel Edens, Community 
Programs Officer. “Through our poets engaging with nature, 
we are reminded, in a poignant and visceral way, exactly what 
it means to respond to climate change and environmental 
injustice with intentionality and immediacy.”  

Each event will feature a different Vermont state park to 
capture the natural glory of our state lands. This program 
is in partnership with Vermont State Parks and the 
Vermont Arts Council. For more information, please visit 
vermonthumanities.org/words-in-the-woods. 

News

In January, Vermont Humanities joined a nationwide
initiative about civics and electoral participation and helped 

bring digital civics events to Vermont.
The “Why it Matters: Civic and Electoral Participation” 

initiative is sponsored by the Andrew W. Mellon 
Foundation and the Federation for State Humanities 
Councils. As part of the initiative, Vermont Humanities 
formed the Vermont Civics Collaborative with seven other 
Vermont organizations to gather thinkers, educators, and 
civic organizers to discuss relevant and important issues 
that affect Vermont communities and our nation.

The first event was a free Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr. 
Day of Remembrance lecture by Tim Wise, a prominent 
anti-racist writer and educator. The event was hosted by the 
Burlington Multicultural Resource Center and live streamed 
by Town Meeting TV. Wise’s talk is available as an episode of 
our Portable Humanist podcast series.

Meg Mott, former professor of constitutional law and 
political theory at Marlboro College, hosted a series of three 

online discussions about the importance of debate, dialogue, 
and being an informed citizen in a democratic society.

The importance of Town Meeting was addressed in an 
online panel discussion in late February. It featured author 
Susan Clark, UVM professor Cheryl Morse, author Paul 
M. Searls, and Rumblestrip podcaster Erica Heilman.
Attendees of the online discussion were encouraged to listen
to Heilman’s “Town Meeting” episode in advance of the
conversation.

In addition to digital events, the Collaborative has also 
supported the Vermont Council on Rural Development’s 
work on the Vermont Proposition, an initiative to develop 
a collaborative set of transformational goals for Vermont’s 
economy, environment, and communities. The collaborative 
also supported Outright Vermont’s Queer Youth Leadership 
Week at the (virtual) Vermont State House.

View recorded presentations related to the Civics 
Collaborative at vermonthumanities.org/civics.

Poet James Crews led a video-recorded “Words in the Woods” talk from 
Jamaica State Park in July, 2020.
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News

On Thursday, March 11, 2021 President Biden signed
the American Rescue Plan into law, the sixth large 

scale pandemic recovery bill since the shut down in March 
of last year. Largely unheralded by many media outlets, 
the bill contained provisions to continue the rescue and 
recovery work for the cultural sector performed by state 
Arts and Humanities Councils affiliated with the National 
Endowments for the Arts and Humanities. This support 
was championed by all three members of Vermont’s 
Congressional Delegation. 

$270 million dollars will flow to the two Endowments for 
Covid-19 relief, of which 40% will be distributed by state 
councils. Vermont Humanities and the Vermont Arts Council 
are currently working together to bring back our emergency 
grant program from 2020 for a new round of support for the 
cultural sector over the spring and summer.

We’re grateful for the lessons that we’ve learned about 
equity and access during the last round of emergency grants 
and we will bring those lessons to this next round of support. 
In addition, as this newsletter goes to press, advocates in the 
state legislature have been working hard to build additional 
support for arts and humanities organizations and the 
thousands of Vermonters employed in the cultural sector.

Governor Scott’s administration continues to provide 
funding for small businesses and nonprofit organizations, 

Covid-19 Relief and Recovery Continues

and they are developing re-opening protocols for libraries, 
museums, community centers, performance halls, and  
other organizations.

As the summer and fall tourist seasons approach, the  
state is aiming to open for business as safely as possible.  
Of course, the most important factors involve our personal 
choices – to get vaccinated as soon as it is our turn and to 
continue wearing masks and maintaining social distance  
to prevent the spread of the virus.

Please keep an eye on our website and social media channels 
for updates.

Vermont Humanities is now accepting nominations for the  
Victor R. Swenson Humanities Educator Award, traditionally given 
each year at our Annual Fall Conference. Due to the Covid-19 
pandemic, we did not ask for nominations in the fall of 2020, as 
teachers and administrators worked tirelessly and skillfully to 
meet the needs of their students.

Up to two Victor Swenson Awards will be given in 2021 to 
Vermont humanities educators teaching in grades 6-12 who 
embody the following criteria:

• Inspire and encourage students in intellectual curiosity and a 
lifelong love of learning

• Possess extraordinary knowledge, ability, and accomplishment
in the teaching of language, literature, history, social studies, 
or other humanities fields

By Christopher Kaufman-Ilstrup

Swenson Award Nominations Now Open

• Exhibit infectious enthusiasm for their subject and learning
in general

• Embody a commitment to the highest standards of achievement,     
for both themselves and their students

This year, we’re asking nominators to tell us how teachers have 
excelled in working under the difficult circumstances presented by 
the twin pandemics of Covid-19 and structural racism.

The deadline for nominations for this year’s award is August 1, 2021.

The awards, with a $1,000 prize, will be presented in the fall.  
To learn more about the award, contact Linda Wrazen at  
lwrazen@vermonthumanities.org or visit vermonthumanities.org/
swenson.

The NextStage Arts Project in Putney received a joint $7500 CARES Act 
grant from Vermont Humanities and the Vermont Arts Council in 2020.

Vermont Humanities Promotes Citizen Engagement 
through Civics Collaborative
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Project Grant Awards

Vermont Humanities  
2020 Grant Recipients
Bennington Museum 
$5000 to support the Teacher’s Institute, an intensive, five-
day academic professional development program intended to 
aid regional educators in the creation of new programmatic 
curricula directly connected to the Museum’s collection.

Brattleboro Literary Festival 2020 
$2000 to support festival presenters on the subject of hope 
and humanities. Presenters included recipients of the  
Nobel Prize, National Book Award, Dayton Peace Prize, and 
Newbury Award.

Chandler Center for the Arts 
$1000 to support LGBTQ Vermonters, old and young, in 
sharing their stories with an audience at St. Michael’s College.

Community Asylum Seekers Project 
$2000 to support CASP’s community education programming,  
aimed at improving our communities’ capacity to welcome 
and shelter asylum-seekers from diverse parts of the world. 

Living Proof  Mentoring  
$5000 to support a limited series that provides a virtual space 
for connection, discussion, healing, and artistic expression  
for Black youth in rural communities.

Friends of the Justin Morrill Homestead 
$1000 to support a photo and video camp where campers 
create photography and historical documentary stories using 
a variety of media tools while exploring the history of the 
Morrill Homestead and Strafford village.

Get Thee to the Funnery 
$3500 to support a video project highlighting the themes 
of intolerance, mercy, and justice in The Merchant of Venice. 
The project encouraged young students to counter hate 
speech with constructive compassion.

Good Shepherd Lutheran Church 
$2000 to support community pot-luck gatherings to acquaint 
attendees with issues of both general interest (Food for 
Thought) and specific interest relating to racism and bigotry 
in America (Racism in America).

Governor’s Institutes of Vermont 
$3500 to support humanities studies within GIV’s immersion 
program for high school students in the summer of 2020.

Green Mountain Library Consortium 
$1000 to support a new humanities collection through ebooks 
and audiobooks.

Helen Day Art Center 
$4000 to support public programs that expand on their 2021 
exhibition of works by Botswanan artist Meleko Mokgosi. 

Lake Champlain Chamber Music Festival 2020 
$2500 to support talks related to the festival, an exploration of 
how significant life experiences based on physical and mental 
abilities affected the works of several composers.

JAG Productions 
$5000 to support live conversations with panels of Black artists, 
writers, directors, scholars, and practitioners on the condition  
of Black life and Black art during a time of death, betrayal, and 
a global pandemic.

Mi Vida, Mi Voz 
$2000 to support the Vermont-based summit, which brings 
together youth and experts in the humanities for two days of 
storytelling and reflection on the diverse cultures, languages, 
histories, and stories that make up rural youths’ experiences  
in Vermont. 

Next Stage Arts Project, Inc. 
$5000 to support the community-focused audio, film, and  
photo project documenting the impact of the cultural 
organization’s first decade.  

Orleans County Historical Society 
$3000 to support campers as they get to know Alexander 
Twilight through music and theater based on the themes of  
his life and times. 

Recovery Vermont 
$2000 to support a facilitated conversation with both leaders 
in the field of rehabilitation and individuals in recovery on the 
impact of the opioid epidemic in Vermont communities. 

Robert Frost Stone House Museum 
$1000 to support a public lecture offering a fresh look at Frost’s 
life and work, demystifying the experience of reading poetry as 
part of the centennial celebration of Frost’s move to Vermont. 

Swanton Public Library 
$1500 to support a week-long camp for children ages 7-12  
that teaches history, geography, and multicultural mythology 
and folktales, with multiple hands-on projects. 

Vermont Historical Society 
$5000 to support responding to current events by producing 
12 short videos designed to connect Vermonters with the stories 
preserved within the Historical Society’s collections.

Women’s International League for Peace  
and Freedom 
$1000 to support online presentations by feminist pioneer  
Dr. Sally Roesch Wagner about the complex history of suffrage.
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News

The humanities seemed to align well with the goal of Bread 
Loaf and of Mi Vida, Mi Voz. It was a natural connection,” 
she says.

Lena hopes that her project will help educate Vermonters 
about the migrant population and the value they add to  
the community. 

“The migrant farmworker experience and community in 
Vermont must be visible before people begin making an 
impact within it,” she says. “There are many multilingual  
and multigenerational conversations being had that are  
rich and important. I am grateful to share space and create 
these bonds.”

Learn more about Mi Vida, Mi Voz at mividamivoz.org. 
Learn more about Vermont Humanities Project Grants at 
vermonthumanities.org/humanities-grants/project-grants.

Mi Vida, Mi Voz Connects Migrant Youth Stories  
and Farmworkers through Storytelling

The mastermind behind the vision of  
Mi Vida, Mi Voz (My Life, My Voice) 

is a 17-year-old senior at Champlain Valley 
Union School, Lena Ashooh of Shelburne. 
Her project aims to draw attention to 
Vermont’s migrant community and to  
rural youth through annual workshops.

Lena is a life-long Vermonter and has 
deep roots in the farming community.  
“I have been active in Vermont 4-H for  
ten years,” she says. “Each year, we get  
a baby cow and show it at local fairs,  
but the best part for me has been getting  
to know the local farmworkers, especially  
the migrant community. I get to spend  
all summer listening to stories and  
different perspectives.”

The organization she founded provides 
opportunities for Vermont youth, 
particularly from the farming community, 
to share stories and build lifelong networks. 
The organization was awarded a $2000 
project grant from Vermont Humanities 
in 2020 to support days of storytelling and 
reflection on the diverse cultures, languages, 
histories, and stories that make up rural  
youths’ experiences in Vermont.

The first two-day event, held in 2019, was a great success. 
In 2020, the organization, like many others in the Covid-19 
era, had to pivot to virtual programs. Lena mailed supplies to 
participants and allowed the event to span over more days. 

“We had a presenter from Uruguay which was a really 
cool way to expand internationally, and we had people from 
across the US, including Arizona and Oregon,” Lena said. 

Mi Vida, Mi Voz connects the Vermont Migrant 
Education Program and the Middlebury Bread Loaf Next 
Generation Leadership Network. The latter helped Lena 
build a professional student network with mentors that 
assisted her with grant writing. She transformed Mi Vida, Mi 
Voz to a 501c3 non-profit before the second annual event.

Vermont Humanities had been on Lena’s radar before she 
applied for the project grant. “I was intrigued by the events 
Vermont Humanities held and followed them on Facebook. 

Artist and VCFA professor Frances Cannon shared about storytelling 
for Mi Vida, Mi Voz over Zoom.
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….the spring, the summer, 
The childing autumn, angry winter, change 
Their wonted liveries, and the mazed world, 
By their increase, now knows not which is which. 
And this same progeny of evils comes 
From our debate, from our dissension; 
We are their parents and original. 

 – A Midsummer Night’s Dream, Act II, Scene 1 
     by William Shakespeare 

Oct 22-23 at  
UVM’s Davis Center 
and Online


